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Preface

This  extension  works  like  What  if  you  buy  a  book  and
someone offers you a pen as well.  Yes,  this is what Automatic
Related Products does. It lessens the searching section of buying
by suggesting related item. You saves customer time - You get
sales in return.

    Features

- Display multiple related products to the customers.

- Set flexible conditions for the product relation mechanism 
for targeted sales

- Set the parameters for stat collections and manage the 
feature better

- Manage the number of products to be displayed in the slider

Configure the product display slider for optimum 
customization
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CONFIGURATION  

After Installation of Extension login to magento admin panel
for set configuration of the extension.

    You  can find configuration  at  Stores  ->  Configuration  ->
Mageants -> Auto Related Products .

As per below screen shots you can set all the settings here.
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Back-end Example

If you want to add related product from the backend for 

particular product then goto Catalog → Product

     After clicking Edit button from the grid go to Related Products

, Up-Sell , And Cross-Sell Tab
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After clicking Add Related Products you will get pop-up of

Add Related Product grid
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Front-end Example

  → Front end product Page.

Here you can see the automatic related products in slider with 
price on product edit page.

And here you can see the automatic related products without
slider  with price  on  product  edit  page  by  selecting  No  from
configurations 
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      Here you can see the automatic related products without price.

Select all the products by clicking Select All button above of the 
slider.
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    If user don’t want to add all the products then it can be add 
by selecting one by one using checkbox.

Added product into cart by clicking Add To Cart Button of main
product.
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Thank you!

Should you have any questions or feature suggestions.
s  upport@mageants.com  

         Your feedback is absolutely welcome!
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